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Political risk. The spectrum of political problems is very wide - these involve wars, separatist
movements, and instances of destabilisation, such as endemic corruption, labour movements,
dishonest elections, religious violence, overthrows, or incompetent economic management by
governmental agencies, and even such seemingly minor albeit dangerous occurrences, such as
politicising of competition, or ethnic conflicts at the work place. Phenomena of this nature must be
assessed in advance (see Table 3).
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The dissolution of the former USSR into autonomous or independent countries occurred along 22
historical and ethnic lines. This revealed two basic problems. One is that although the new republics
may possess all the political attributes of independence, some may not be able to function effectively
as independent economic units, either because of the absence of raw materials, or the inability to
access foreign markets or markets within other republics. The other painful reality is that there are
differing ethnic groups within many of the new republics, and some might resist integration. These
problems cause friction and instability.

Content
Political problems range from catastrophic events such as revolution or war, through a broad range
of destabilizing issues including endemic corruption, labor unrest, crooked elections, religious
violence, coups d‘etat and incompetent economic management by government agencies, and then on
to narrow but nevertheless dangerous matters such as the political leverage of your competition or
ethnic conflict within a specific worksite. All of these phenomena spell trouble if not considered in
advance.

Soviet Union. The dissolution of the Soviet Union into autonomous or independent republics is
generally along historical ethnic lines This creates two problems. One is that although the new
republics may posses all the political attributes of independence, some may not be able to function
effectively as indepent economic units, either because of the absence of raw materials or the inability
to access foreign markets or markets within other republics.
Second is the painful reality that there may be groups of different ethnic background within many
of the new republics, and they may resist integration. This is the case with the Abkhazian people
within Georgia, who inhabit prime coastal territory in Georgia and seek autonomy. Then there is the
problem of the Shi‘ite Meskhetians in Sunni Uzbekistan. Nor can we ingore the tensions between
the Catholics and the Orthodoc in the Ukraine. All of these issues represent potential friction,
instability and bloodshed.
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